THE RMIT CITY CAMPUS CHALLENGE

Give your team a name! ____________________________________________________________

Answer the following questions correctly and hand in the answers to your RMIT host at the finishing point to claim a prize (use the map on the back to help you).

Approximate completion time: 20 minutes

1. Start at the statue on Bowen Street. What is the name that appears on the statue? (H5)

2. Walk along Bowen Street and turn right into the laneway between Buildings 3 & 5. Walk up the concrete stairs at the end of the laneway, into the Alumni Courtyard (E6). Turn right towards a gate labelled ‘13’ on a silver plaque. What is the name of this gate?

3. Make your way back down the stairs and passageway and turn right back onto Bowen Street. Continue along and experience first hand a day in the life of an RMIT student. When you reach the basketball court walk across it and enter building 12 (D3). Find the office for the student TV station. What is the TV station called?

4. Find the Information, Advice and Service counter (D3). What is the name of this service area?

5. Continue towards the left along building 12 and make your way past STA Travel and QUPI coffee shop to the end of the corridor. Enter the golden double doors to the Student Cafeteria and find the pool tables (F3). How many pool tables are there?

6. Make your way back past Fat Chips takeaway and the lounges, and out the other cafeteria doors to the top of the ramp. Spot the escalators and go up to level 5 to the Swanston Library. Feel free to check out the library (G3). At the entrance, how many plasma TV screens are there?

7. Make your way back down the escalators and find the ramp located next to the cafeteria. Walk down the ramp and turn right. Find the Fitness Centre (G3). List three Sport and Recreation Clubs available through RMIT.

8. Make your way back to the base of the ramp. Turn right and go down the stairs that take you out of the building and onto Swanston Street. Turn left and walk until you reach the front of Storey Hall (H3). What mode of public transport stops out of the front of the building?

9. Walk to the next building on the corner of Swanston and La Trobe streets (Info Corner), enter the glass doors and walk down the red stairs (I3). Each student must pick up a Degree and TAFE Program Guide. What is the Interest Area listed on page 28? While you’re here feel free to collect any brochures that spark your interest.

10. Is your RMIT host at Info Corner?

   YES: Congratulations, you’ve finished the RMIT Campus Challenge.
   NO: Find the quickest way back to the statue (H5) to meet your RMIT host.
   Congratulations, you’ve finished the RMIT Campus Challenge.